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Dragon quest 8 pcsx2 best settings

February 6, 2012, 21:05 #1 I use pcsx2 emulator PS2. In the past, I have only used NES, SNES and N64 emulators. But I love the Dragon Quest/Dragon Warrior series, and I wanted to play later games. I have not had any problems with the emulator, and the game runs well. But I was wondering if anyone could share some optimal settings in this game?
Normal gameplay and combat screens look great but cut scenes are terrific, blurry and pixelated for no apparent reason. Text boxes and information screens also have strange white lines everywhere. Is there a solution to this, or is it just par of course running PS2 emulations? Thanks in advance! February 8, 2012, 6:22 #2 no one has played it and have any
settings for clues? February 8, 2012, 8:49 #3 well, depending on how bad cutscenes really are, then so the graphics there really don't have a lot of settings to turn off. most hacks are all about frame speed and some small graphic changes, but none really change cutscenes. All you could really do is switch to resolution, but it will just slow down things if your
computer is really good. Maybe you could add filtering, but as I said, you can lose up to 10 fps, which is not worth it. Your lucky it is your only prob because most people can not achieve a continuous 60 fps or 50 fps pal. so yes, you should be happy you can run at full speed (also there are extra filtering check boxes for graphics that can help just use test and
error cause ive ever had issues with this game cutscenes) just make sure that yours using the latest version of pcsx2 and if you use directx11 if its faster and better. one more thing, sometimes setting native ps2 resolution improves blurred / stretching / pixellation, etc... Come on, I guess. Otherwise, that's it. You're saying I'm crazy? I'm saying you're talking to
a rubber nut. February 8, 2012, 7:00 pm #4 game itself is super smooth. However, there are many lines around the text. I'm not sure how to explain it. I'll try posting a picture link. Cutscenes are just terrible. Super foggy and pixelated. However, since the actual gameplay seems okay, and there are no sound issues, I would be happy if I could just fix these text
issues. It's still an emulation. It's definitely running at full speed. If there's nothing I can do, it's definitely playable. I was just wondering if there's anything I'm missing, like a device or something. Thanks for the reply! February 9, 2012, 10:22 #5 oh, don't worry that to be honest I expected it almost illegible as some games are on pcsx2. It's just an imitation for
you, it's never going to be perfect. it's nothing but emulators guilt so your not doing anything wrong and if everything else is really good if you already have optimal settings. the image is similar to what is mine and probably others. dw your running game as best as possible to run nowadays One day the pcsx2 team may work in this area a little more to improve
it, but all all dragon quest viii is one of the best games that is known to run very well on this emulator with the final fantasy xii but as I said before consider yourself happy you can play this game at full speed. Basically your doing everything perfectly and you have nothing to worry about last edited thelittlegumnut; February 9, 2012 at 10:24 am. You're saying
I'm crazy? I'm saying you're talking to a rubber nut. 9 February 2012, 8:23 pm #6 Okay, thanks for the info! I was just afraid I had something missed or I did something wrong. From PCSX2 Wiki Jump to navigation Jump to search Developer(s): Level-5Publisher(s): Square EnixGener: RPGWikipedia: LinkGame review links: GameRankings: 90/100, Metacritic:
89/100Game Description: Dragon Warrior series makes its debut playStation 2 Dragon Quest VIII: Journey of the Cursed King. You can play like a young guard who must fight the curse, so he is mysteriously immune. The characters in the game are designed by the creator of Dragonball characters and are cel-shaded to give the anime a feel. The game is set
in a large 3D world ravaged by the effects of the curse. The game also includes a playable demo of Final Fantasy XII. Test Configurations for Windows: Environmental Configurations Comments Tester Region OS CPU/GPU Revision Graphics Sound/Pad NTSC-U ? 3.0GHz + CPU ATI Radeon HD 4870 before 0.9.7 beta (r1884) GSdx (r1846) Enabling x2
cycle rate and IOP x2 cycle rate may provide a slight FPS increase. Make sure that you enable 8-bit textures in GSdx to gain performance. This is a very GPU intensive game, nVidia maps preform better then ATI maps. With ATI Radeon HD 1024 • 768 resolution you get mostly 60 FPS, but sometimes drops below 55 (mostly worldwide). 24.59.33.132 PAL
Windows 7 Home Premium E4400 Core2 Duo @ 2.40 GHz NVIDIA GeForce 9600GT pre 0.9.7 beta (r2523) GSdx PAL version tested (Australian, not platinum version) works perfectly! Full FPS almost everywhere 1280x1280 Rev 2523. Strangely enough, 8-bit textures slow down the PAL version a little bit, so make sure they turn them off! All other hacks
were turned on by a full blast (except vu skipped was only 2x) 124.180.6.80 NTSC-J ? AMD Phenom II X3 720 @ 3.60 GHz ATI Radeon HD 4870 @ 1 GB 0.9.8 GSdx (r4459) SPU2-X 1.4.0 LilyPad 0.10.0 allowing ee cycle rate (3) may provide a slight FPS increase. Machina NTSC-U Windows Intel Core i5-2500K @ 4.50 GHz ATI Radeon HD 6970 @
900/1400 1.0.0 GSdxPH SC-70012.bin/v02.00/USA/2004, This may be a demanding game. My graphics card barely stuck at full speed 3x. Software mode is required to see empyria shadow when going to the Dark Realm. NTSC-U Windows Intel Core i7 @ 3.40 GHz NVIDIA GeForce GTX 285 @ 768 MB 1.1.0 (r5480) GSdx SSE41 (5442) SPU2-X 2.0.0
LilyPad 0.11.0 Running at full speed. NTSC-U Windows Intel Core i5 @ 3.00 GHz NVIDIA GeForce 210 @ 512 MB 1.2.1 (r5875) GSdx (r5875) * LilyPad 0.11.0 (r5822) Chop/ Zero, The game works smoothly without any issues. NTSC-U Windows 7 Ultimate Intel Core i5-2310 @ 2.90 GHz NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 @ 2 GB 1.3.0 GSdx Game runs fine 60
FPS 2x hard, FXAA and Shader FX, 16x Anisotropic filtering. I activated WildArmsOffset in HWHacks to fix some errors in the texture. Wwsnkneo NTSC-U Windows 10 Intel Core i5-6500 @ 3.20 GHz NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 @ 6 GB 1.5.0 (dev-12445) GSdx 1.1.0 SPU2-X 2.0.0 The game works at 60 + FPS all the time without noticeable spikes using :
x6 Internal resolution, x8 Anisotropic filtering, CRC Hack level default. Had to set the round Sprites party and Skipdraw 2 to fix some errors, but nothing about the game breaking Wynd NTSC-U Windows 10 Pro Intel Core i7-8700K @ 3.7 GHz Nvidia GeForce GTX 10 70 Ti (8 GB) v1.1 5.0-dev-3264-gd77d440a0 GSdx 1.1.0 AVX2 Renderer: OpenGL
(Hardware) Embedding: Automatic (Default) Texture Filter Disabled Internal resolution: bilinear (PS2) Enable 8 bit textures: disabled large Framebuffer: Disabled Internal resolution: 6x native (~ 2160p 4K) Anisotropic filtering: 16x Mipmapping: Automatic (Default) Automatic CR C Level: Automatic (Default) Exact date: Fast (Default) Accurate mixing: Basic
(Recommended) Disable safe features: Allowed round Sprite: Half SPU2-X 2.0.0 LilyPad 0.12.1 Playable at full speed. Round Sprite on Pool fixes objects in text when upscaling. As v1.5.0-dev-2868-gf2f66c02d, disable safe features to determine character contours. • EE/IOP settings are set as default. • Vu settings by default. • Speedhacks is the default,
except mtvu enabled. pandubz NTSC-U Windows 10 Intel Core i5-4460 @ 4.50 GHz NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 Ti 1.5.0 dev 1646 GSdx 0.1.16 - OpenGL (Hardware) SPU2-x 2.0.0 LilyPad 0.11.0 game runs flawlessly. Don't touch the imitations if keeping a secure preset is good. Use OpenGL (Hardware), set the resolution to something until it's not
customized, enable hardware depth, exact date, and basic mixing unit accuracy. Go to H /W hacks, set skipdraw to 0, enable preload Data Frame and set the round Sprite in half or full (I prefer full) Gamesfan34260 NTSC-U Windows 10 Intel Core i5-7300HQ @ 2.50 GHz NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 Ti @ 4 GB 1.5.0 dev-3310 g24be7785d Speedhacks:
Preset: 2 - Safe Enable Fast CDVD: ✓ MTVU: ✓ GSdx 1.1.0 AVX2 GSdx: Renderer: OpenGL (Hardware) Internal Resolution: 3x Native HW Hacks: Disable Safe Features: ✓ Half Pixels Offset: Special (Texture) Round Sprite: Half SPU2-X 2.0.0 LilyPad 0.12.1 Runs Perfectly. Compatible with HDLoader. Disable safe features by removing thick black outlines
around characters. A semi-pixel offset set in Special (Texture) glows through the black lines at the edges of the screen, Normal (Vertex) also works, but creates a blue line at the top of the screen and makes lines run through certain effects. The Split Side of the Round Will remove the text objects. Lumaro PAL Windows 10 AMD Ryzen 5 2600 @ 3.4GHz AMD
Radeon RX 580 @ 4 GB 1.6.0 GS Window: Preset: Remove Aspect Ratio: Fit FMV proportions: Off Speedhacks: INTC: ✓ Wait Wait Detection: ✓ Enable fast CDVD: ✓ mVU: ✓ MTVU: ✓ GSdx 1.2.0 AVX2 GSdx: Renderer: Direct3D 11 (Hardware) Texture Filtering: bilinear (forced) Internal resolution: 5x Native Anisotropic filtering: 16x CRC Hack Level: Full
(Direct3) D) Mixing y: Basic (Recommended) HW Hacks: Disable safe features: ✓ Half-pixel Offset: Special (Texture) Round Sprite: Full SPU2-X 2.0.0 LilyPad 0.12.1 This config works perfectly for me without bug momment, with OpenGL the game has FPS drop in some areas and this device fixed it for me. Work in June 2020 samoisamoi12 Test
configurations for Linux: Environment Configurations Comments Tester Region OS CPU / GPU Revision Graphics Sound / Pad NTSC Ubuntu 12.04+, Archlinux 1.2.2 GSdx GPU's used: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 Ti, AMD On Radeon HD 6850 and 7850. Catalyst runs faster than Radeon's open source, but is freezing at Farebury Church; open source
Radeon r600 driver more compatible than RadeonSI, but both are very slow; Nvidia's closed source is much better; the game is able to stop occasionally slowing down; software mode need flashback scenes and it is very slow regardless of the GPU driver; you must adjust the clips of Farebury to enter Kaldetankac PAL Linux Mint 19.1 Intel Pentium CPU
G3258 @ 3.20GHz NVIDIA GeForce GT710 1.4.0 GSdx (GCC 7.3.0, SSE2) 1.0.0 [libGSdx-1.0.0] SPU2-X 2.0.0 [libspu2x-2.0.0] BIOS: Europe v02.00 FPS 48/50 (Pal games only work at 50fps). OpenGL Hardware, Shade Boost All Set 50, Full Depth Emulation, Internal Resolution X2 Native, Mixing Unit Accuracy Basic, Automatic CRC Level Partial, Speed
Hacks Enable INTC Spin Detction Enable Wait Loop Detction mVU Flag Hack. Only a player on the first level seems to play fine, but more testing may be needed. Logeater NTSC-U Manjaro 17.0.2 Gellivara Intel Core i5-7600k NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 1.5.0 (dev-2175) GSdx AVX2 Works pretty much perfectly 2x native res - 100% speed, slows down to
occur 3x res even though it is down to GPU. Original names of Trivia姫と呪われ姫ととエ: &amp; (SLPM-66488映像エ映像エ& &amp; (SLPM-66481), Journey Cursed King (EL, AU), Dragon Quest: L'odyssée du roi maudit (EL) Known issues Empyria shadow Status: Active Type: Serious description: Software mode is required to see empyria shadow when
going dark realm solution: Use software mode there (F9) Bad reflection water / cavewalls Status: Active Type: Small description: There is some reflection of the water and some crystalline reflections on the cave walls. Solution: Use software mode there (F9) Black boxes Status: Active type: Minor Affected game versions: Before v1.5.0-dev-2784-gfce391856
description: The black box is displayed around the character when the psyche up to the maximum. Solution: Build v1.5.0-dev-2784-gfce391856 and newer does not include Direct3D9 and does not have this problem. Such as builds, Config &gt; Video (GS) &gt; Plugin Settings, and set renderer any option but Direct3D9 (Hardware). Text Items Status: Active
Type: Minor Affected Game Versions: All Description: Higher Than Native Resolutions, Pseudo-Random Objects displayed in text around dialog boxes and menus. Solution: Go to Config &gt; Video (GS) &gt; Plugin Settings, turn on Enable HW Hacks, Configure Hacks and set the round sprite pool. Character outlines are blocky and incorrectly: active type:
minor affected game versions: v1.5.0-dev-2868-gf2f66c02d and a later description: Character outlines appear blocky, oversized and encountered. Solution: Go to Config &gt; Video (GS) &gt; Plugin Settings, turn on Enable HW Hacks, Advanced Settings and Hacks, and select the Disable security features check box. Black lines on the edge of the screen
Status: Active type: Small description: When focus, black lines appear on the lower and right sides of the screen. The lines fade/flicker in and out as the camera rotates. Workaround: Keep the internal resolution native or use the software renderer. Alternatively, a semi-pixel shift allows them to devour out (small lines are still there), but it also breaks some
other effects (water now has lines going through it). Addressed shadows Missing shadow Status: Fixed type: Intermediate description: Shadows are missing in hardware mode. Solution: Resolved 1.5.0 development phases. For older buildings, Config &gt; Video (GS) &gt; Plugin Settings, turn on Enable HW Hacks, Configure Hacks and set skipdraw 1. Or
Config &gt; Video (GS) &gt; Plugin Settings and set renderer for any (Software) options. Opaque cuttlefish filter during some Cutscenes Status: Fixed type: serious affected game versions: before 1.5.0 Description: Cutscenes that use the cuttlefish filter are corrupted and becomes an opaque solution: resolved 1.5.0 development steps. For older buildings
config &gt; Video (GS) &gt; Plugin Settings, turn on Enable HW Hacks, Advanced Settings and Hacks and set skipdraw 2. Or use any (Software) renderer gallery Dragon Quest VIII: The Journey of the Cursed King (SLPM 65888) 65888)
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